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INTERVIEW WITH ANDREW TIBOR

INTERVIEWER

DATE

PLACE

TRANSCRIBER Amy Kerns and April Kastman

You are

Hello. My name is Andrew Tibor. Im survivor.

Came from Hungary Budapest. was born in little village

10 in Hungary. was grew up in fairly religious family and

ii after my graduation went to Budapest in 1940 September 14.

12 How old were you then

13 Atthattimel was 23 years old. Iwent Into the

14 forced labor battalion. was working with them laying mines

15 between the lines and lucky luckily survived until 1943

16 when came home and get married. When the German came in

17 1944 March 19 was called in again and left my wife

18 pregnant with my first daughter and from that time didnt

19 know where they are and what happened with them. was taken

20 by the German in concentration camp in Austria.

21 What was the name of it.

22 Trag-wau. In 1944 April 1st the Russian Army

23 liberated us. Luckily April 1st because the next day we

H.
24 were supposed to go to the Seig--elhoff which meant the

25 burning place where they wanted to kill us and
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How did you know you were going there the next day

We knew about it because we were the one who built

the ovens.

What did you build them out of

Bricks. Originally those were those ovens were

made for to -- like kilns to burn the bricks and they

had to -- we had to alter those ovens and --

Did you let me hold this for you. Did you know

at the time what the ovens were you were building for --

10 On the beginning we didnt know. We thought it was

11 going to be for bricks. And when the German Army came --

12 when the Russian Army came the German gave us and the

13 Hungarians gave us instructions lets take all the

14 belongings and we meet in the name of particular city

15 dont remember the name -- and saw the whole retreat and

16 thought am not going to go anymore that was enough. Whats

17 going to be is going to be. And was surrounded with 25 30

18 people and we stayed in peasants place we were hidden

19 over there and we stayed about 24 hours. And the Russian

20 Army liberated us and they told us you could go home. And we

21 walked back about ten fifteen kilometers and the second

22 division of the Russian Army asked us to step into the little

23 house and they put us into the concentration camp again in

24 the Hungarian -- that was Hungarian soil already. And they

25 promised to us we are going to go home. And about May --
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May 9th -- until May 9th we were in this camp and they told

us now we are going to go home and they put us into the

cattle trains.

Did you believe them

We believed them. They took us to Budapest the

open wagons. We didnt escape. And when we went to sleep

during the night and the next morning when we woke up we

were in Yau-see Romania. And they put us into the camps --

this camps were originally Russian prison camp for they kept

io the German kept in the Russian prison camps. And when the

ii Russians started to be victorious the same camp became over

12 the -- took the Russians over and the Germans who were in

13 this camp became the police. And there was fight between the

14 Jewish forced labor battalion people and the German people

is because they asked us to obey their rules. And in order to

16 avoid the fight the Russians separated us and they took us to

17 Leningrad from Yausee Romania. We stayed in Leningrad we

18 were working on the wharf prisoner camp. That was 1944. And

19 from there came home. didnt know whether -- who am

20 going to find at home. When arrived to Budapest 1944

21 November 5th heard my wife gave birth to my daughter and

22 she was that time 13 months old and we were hoping in

23 Hungary we are going to be able to build home and we

24 to build we started to work. didnt know anything

25 about my family my brother. heard about my parents.
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What happened to your parents

The German took them to Auschwitz and didnt know

anything what happened with them. But heard later my

brother who was young doctor he was working in the in

the forced labor but as doctor and when the German took

the people left the sick people behind and usually they

kill them. And because my brother stayed with them he was

killed by the Germans. And started to work. was hoping

-- had feeling my brother is going to be home soon. And

10 in 1947 he came home for four and half years of workers in

11 camp from the Ural Mountains in Siberia. So we started to

12 work. Then --

13 Now was your wife alive when you got home

14 Yes my wife was alive. She is here.

15 Oh.

16 And my daughter who was that time 13 months old

17 she is an interior designer right now. So we were working in

18 Budapest. was working day and night. And we were hoping

19 we are going to be able to make good living.

20 Where were you working at

21 was display man and window trimmer in

22 department store. And started the very low job and

23 became display manager of the company. When the Russian took

24 and the Hungarian government took over the stores had

25 feeling we have no future anymore here. So luckily in 1956
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the revolution came and we took the chance. escaped by

myself with my brother and his wife and left my wife

behind with my two children. When arrived to Vienna

escaped put my life at stake whether am going to be able

to cross the border or will be able to arrive alive. And in

Austri heard few days later my wife was comi ng. And how

did she arrived at the zane-o--dalli--o-dalli miracle. She

was hidden in the engine and the two children of mine at

the time my daughter was 12 years old this younger daughter

10 was eight years old was dressed like peasants children and

ii it was Christmastime and they told to the people who are

12 around them we are going to go to visit their grandparents

13 in the Austrian border. So luckily my wife and the children

14 escaped and we met in Vienna.

15 Now why did you take your life in your hands to get

16 to Vienna Did you think that something would happen again

17 like before

18 The Hungarian revolution broke out in 1956 October

19 23rd and the life was unbearable. The Russian Army made

20 much more damaged within two three weeks than four years

21 during the war. How escaped what made me to escaped so

22 fast remember vividly we were in our apartment and one of

23 our socalled friends came over at night and we were drinking

24 tea. And when we were drinking and talking all of sudden

25 Russian tank came during the night to our street and made
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so much noise. And looked out through the window whats

happening. And saw the Russian tanks. And slowly the tank

rolled over and when those so-called friends left told me

dont -- wont forget what you said about the Russians.

And knew that is something you is in something and had

was so afraid to stay home. And on the same night

went to sleep to my mother in law. And the next day

escaped. Really what happened next day the Hungarian

Secret Service was looking for me. This man who thought

10 he is friend of mine could say one or two words to him

ii he made some steps he did some steps and they were looking

12 for me. Luckily was that time across the border.

13 crossed the border next day left with my brother and when

14 we arrived to Vienna my brother-inlaw who lived here in the

15 United States came 1936 made all my the arrangement to

16 come and 13 of us my brother and his family and my wife

17 and my two children my sisterin-law and -- two

18 sister-in-laws and my brotherinlaw arrived came to the

19 United States. We arrived here in 1957 January 31st in --

20 Let me turn over the tape. All right. You arrived

21 in this country.

22 We arrived in this country in 1957 January 30th

23 and my brother-in-law who was our sponsor arranged the half

24 of the 13 people group will go to Miami the other half will

25 go to Los Angeles where the other brother-in-law live. So
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-- we arrived with my brother and his family to Miami. And

few days later was started to work at Sears Roebuck and

Company which is am staying with today also.

As display

As display man. And my brother also started to

work in Miami. But about 14 years later he got job in

Columbus Ohio.

Yeah.

And he left Miami. So this is very very

10 shortened history of my life how escaped but every day

ii could talk the happenings what happened every day from

12 1940 September 14th could say -- talk about it hours and

fl
13 hours.

14 Did you have you taped it yourself

15 No.

16 No

17 did not tape it.

18 You should talk to your own tape recorder. And have

19 you written anything down

20 Some -- when was two years ago in Jerusalem the

21 first Holocaust gathering made small note and turned

22 it in but

23 Now how is this gathering different from the one in

24 Jerusalem

25 could say it is different. First of all in
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Israel Id never been in Israel. Emotionally was involved

to see land where was dreaming of. Because was

involved in designing this organization since was 12 years

old. And to see Israel it is emotionally such warm

feeling. But the organization organization of this

Holocaust gathering much better. The people wont know more

how to organize. Over there we had lots of

Chaos huh

-- chaos yes.

10 Yeah.

11 But it was emotionally more for us. We saw and we

12 met many people whom never knew they are alive. Because in

13 nineteen forty right away after the liberation of

14 Budapest whom survived they went to Israel and that time

15 Palestine. And found some of the people whom never knew

16 they are live or dead. Because the battalion that was

17 called in we were about 1200 people only six of us are

18 alive.

19 How come you think mean --

20 This is miracle. It is fate. believe in God

21 and tried everything but sometimes couldnt succeed so

22 tried again so

23 What do you mean you tried everything

24 For example when we were on the way to -- from

25 we were pushed back by the Russians and we arrived to the
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Hungarian soil escaped from the forced labor battalion.

If
Li How did you escape

escaped for -- yes. And we were hidden in --

lots of hay.

Yeah barn like

Barn like. And was over there. The owner the

peasant person who owned this barn knew about it was

hiding over there. Here is my wife. And was hiding in the

barn. And the next day they were looking for the people who

10 escaped. And felt like bayonet went beside my body and

11 notice that we are in danger. So came out and there were

12 lots of people. And started to go with them again.

13 Thousands and thousands of people were pushed back. And

14 truck hit me. was walking on the end of the line of the

15 people and the truck hit me and broke my ankle. And they

16 took me to Kar-shar that was the city name of -- in Hungary

17 Hungarian which was called Cor--si---ta in

18 Czechoslovakian. was in the hospital for few -- six or

19 seven weeks.

20 Who took you to the hospital the Russians

21 The hospital belonged to the German and the

22 Hungarian.

23 Well mean who took you to the hospital

24 The German Red Cross the military Red Cross.

25 Why did mean why did they take you They --
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Because my ankle.

understand that but that was change. mean

they werent taking sick Jews anyplace were they

Rather we just -- was lucky. And was in the

hospital. And when was able to walk there was doctor

very nice person. vividly remember his name Dr. Dobeck.

And told him my life story and he tried to save my life.

And on December 31st he helped me --

Nineteen --

10 Nineteen fortyfour December 31st he tried me to

11 hide me because the Russians were not too far. And we

12 thought if we are going to be saved from the German the

13 Russian going to keep our life. And couldnt succeed

14 because this Dr. Dobeck introduced me to nurse an this

is nurse promised to me she is going to take me in her fathers

16 home where am going to be able to hide for few days. And

17 unfortunately this nurses brother was Nazi soldier and he

18 came with the rest of the Nazi Army and she told me she is

19 not going to be able to take me. And that time the hospital

20 was appropriated and took every sick people and every person

21 they took us they put us into the cattle train again and

22 that was the plan to take us to Auschwitz or Bergen-Belsen or

23 whatever. And on the way typhoid broke out and the Germans

24 didnt accept us and we were in quarantine in the Hungarian

25 and Austrian border Hagges--Hollum and we were there for
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few days and became sick also. And in January 23rd

remember --

Nineteen

Nineteen forty-four. Nineteen -- yes 1944.

Fortyfive.

Lets see. Nineteen fortyfive yes January. No

no Im sorry. take that nineteen forty yes 1945.

Nineteen fortyfive January 25th. We didnt have anything

to eat. was sick. was about 35 kilogram. But

10 survived. And did not have strength to walk out from the

11 train crawled out with on my knees and on my -- and my

12 hand because somebody came and says Who wants to work

And was volunteering to work. Because dont want --

14 didnt want to stay in the cattle train because we had the

15 dead bodies were frozen beside us from my left from my

16 right there were dead brothers and wanted to get out from

17 there. And they took me -- one German military jeep took me

18 to another city where they collected all the living soldiers

19 and forced labor camp people. And that time they took us to

20 Austria the place where mentioned -- Fad--Wauk where

21 was working. get stronger and stronger and was working

22 at the Seig--el--hoff which was we had to be for the

23 ovens. So that was in the story also yes.

24 What happens to like your normal -- what happens to

25 your normal desires mean your desires for love and
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friendship and even sex and you know --

It is unknown. We were just thinking to survive one

minute or that minute one day or that day. It happened for

example when we working over there there were old young

people and if we all were about like hundred people the

Germans said you have to accomplish so much the normal they

made some normals. And if we were not able to accomplish

that much what they were expecting they said this is the

normal of 78 people so 22 people -- they selected 22 older

10 person and they took them out and killed them. They had to

ii dig their own grave and they killed them. And we we the

12 younger people who have little bit more strength we work

13 day and night in order to keep the normal in order to save

14 the older peoples lives. But we were not succeeding all the

15 time so every day they killed so much so many people every

16 day. And they didnt tell us. How did we find out one lady

17 who was -- thought she was killed and she was just wounded

18 and she crawled back with the group and she told this story

19 just before the liberation. And we hid her and we put her

20 hid her and the German didnt know she was alive. And

21 she told us the story what happening because we didnt

22 know. They just told us to us 12 people should go to the

23 hospital or 14 people should go to the hospital and we

24 thought they are going to the hospital. And when this thing

25 happened and this lady crawled back wounded lady crawled
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back we found out they are not taking to the hospital they

are going to kill them because they were not able to work.

So your question is what happened on our -- our desire wasnt

desire anymore the -- our desire was just to stay alive to

survive. There were younger people. We didnt even think

about the human desire. If we had enough to eat or

enough we had soup day and in order to survive we took

branches leaves and we just chewed those leaves in order to

stay alive.

10 So all the comforts of being human being

ii Comfort.

12 -- the nice exchanges they were not --

13 No.

14 There was nothing.

15 No there wasnt. There -- for example in little

16 room which usually sleeps two person we were crowded 40

17 people over there and it was wintertime it was terrible

18 terrible smelly and we did not speak of comfort. We were

19 lucky if we went out and we took some snow and it melted and

20 we were able to wash our face. This is un -- you cannot

21 No.

22 -- you cannot imagine. Human mind cannot imagine

23 what another human animal can do. remember one thing when

24 they took us to Val---itzia and they let us go out from the

25 the railroad the cattle cars there was Nazi uniform man
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with whip and they counted us the way they hit us our

back with the whip one two three. And when everybody

cant get up from the train he gave us speech You came

here and give up all your hope you ever go back. You are --

you have no names you have numbers. And dont ever think

you are going to see your loved ones or your parents. You

are you came here to work and to die. So after this kind

of feeling you didnt have any desire. Nothing as what

But you had desi re you

10 We had but --

11 made it every moment.

12 Right. We did. had hoped am going to be able

13 to survive because was strong enough and my belief was if

14 my -- left my wife at home she was pregnant at the time.

15 have to see my child. have to see my wife. And this

16 hope was the only desire which made me to work and do things

17 which finally help me to survive.

18 And what about the cannibalism You said there was

19 cannibalism.

20 Oh yes this my brother it was. didnt

21 experience in our camp.

22 Oh.

23 It was my brother experience when he became war

24 prisoner. They got so many war prisoners the Russians

25 didnt know what to do and they didnt have anything to eat
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so people were -- in our camp it wasnt.

No.

No. did something people thought Im little bit

crazy. always walked in the front of the group and when

we walked in the field pulled out the roots of the cabbage

and -- in my pocket always had four five cabbage root

and cleaned this and ate this and it give me strength --

gave me strength.

Yeah. Vitamin and everything yeah. Oh.

10 Yes. It was --

11 So in little ways you took care of yourself.

12 Yes took care of myself and

13 Are you proud of yourself

14 Yes in way yes but something not

15 didnt do it myself. Something was behind me something --

16 some strength some force made me to do it and my hope. And

17 when head out to the United States we left am taking

18 it back. When came back to Hungary tried to give the

19 best for my family and we build up our life and we left

20 everything behind. We started to work again and in 1956 we

21 gave everything and arrived in the United States penniless

22 we had no clothes. The only clothes we had just what we had

23 on our back. And in Camp Kilmer they gave us some old

24 Oh yeah.

25 They gave us some old clothes. But in Miami when
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arrived was happy got job at Sears Roebuck and was

working day and night in order to put my children through

school. And today my older daughter was living in Montreal

shes an interior designer my younger daughter shes

doctor in New Orleans pediatrician and married has three

children. Her husband is the cardiologist at the Ochsner

Clinic. And the children saw how hard we worked. My wife

was working day and night and was working day and night and

they were very very smart children and they worked very

10 hard.

11 Of course.

12 And am very proud especially of my younger

13 daughter who became the gymnastic field the state champion

14 when she was 16 years old inthe gymnastic field all around

15 state champion. And on the meantime she was equally talented

16 in the science field. So she was selected in the State of

17 Florida to represent the international science fair.

18 Oh.

19 And she won different prizes in gymnastic field and

20 thescience field. So when she entered the University

21 Florida at Gainesville she knew she wanted to be doctor.

22 She went and took subjects in pre-med and after that she was

23 accepted medical school in Miami and she became doctor.

24 Now did you talk to your children when they were

25 young about your experiences during the war
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In the beginning no. When they started to grow up

Fii little bit we talked we talked some stories we told some

stories but didnt want them to feel the burden. But they

saw how hard my wife and myself we were working in order to

give them education. And am very proud of my really of

my little daughter my younger daughter. She achieved the

medical degree without my help because she.had several

scholarships and she had some government loan and today is

successful mother herself shes mother and doctor. She

io has three children and they are --

11 Theyre wonderful huh

12 Theyre wonderful feeling when --

13 Yeah.

14 If look back what we went through and we saw what

15 the United States gave us with hard work this is great

16 feeling.

17 Yeah. Yeah. Well the United States didnt really

18 give you anything but opportunity

19 The opportunity yes.

20 and you took it.

21 The opportunity.

22 Yeah.

23 With hard work.

24 Yeah. You worked hard. Well you tell such

25 wonderful story. mean the whole story.
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could if would write my diary every day

could talk about it hours. remember almost every day --

Yeah can see that.

-- what have been how it have been. For example

when we didnt have anything to eat we were in

Gal--eth--thfa. And have the ability to draw have

little artistically and was working the headquarter

made signs and somehow some way enjoyed little bit of

freedom. And run into the little village and get some

10 bread. About four of us or five of us were good friends and

11 we didnt have anything to eat and when fin when I.get

12 little piece of bread we cut it in five in six pieces

13 -- five friends plus myself. And woke them up during the

14 night and give them something to eat in order to keep them

is alive. Because we didnt eat for days and days at time.

16 And the Hungarian Nazis were much more cruel than the

17 Germans. Very low-minded people. We were surrounded with

18 very lowminded people. For example when the when they

19 had for example potato to feed the people with the potato

20 they had the potato to be rotten and throw them out and they

21 enjoyed when the people went to the trash and took the

22 rotten potato out and in the middle of the potato there was

23 little white part of it and we were hungry and we boiled

24 this and this we were surrounded by this very very

25 primitive peasant boys
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Uncivilized.

uncivilized people. couldnt say that with the

German. When the German wanted to eat he went to the bushes

and they ate. They didnt eat in front of us.

So there was some human.

Some human feeling in some. But could say --

wouldnt say that in every Hungarian soldier was -- we were

unlucky and unfortunate. We were surrounded with those

people. For example we tried to escape when we were in the

10 Hungarian-Russian border. We tried to escape because we

ii thought if we escaped to Russia at least our lives will be

12 safe. And when they found out one or two person escaped

13 they decimated the group every tenth person was killed. And

14 so this way they kept them or us together

15 Yeah.

16 and intimidated because we didnt wanted to

17 we didnt know who is going to be the tenth person. If we

18 were going to work and do what they are telling us we are

19 going to save this day. And the next day going to be another

20 day. So it is

21 So youre time stance was real short.

22 Yes. Yes.

23 The next moment --

24 The next morning

25 the next hOur.
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Right.

The next month.

Right.

Whatever.

This is the way always survived yes.

So with your friends mean you said you had some

friends you cut up some bread for them you did try to watch

out for the people.

Yes. We we had this feeling to -- to save each

10 other as much as we and help each other. But not always

11 we couldnt do that all the time

12 Yeah.

13 because not everybody had the situation to get

14 something to eat. had little freedom because was doing

15 for the officers some favors. For example made some

16 drawings postcard with some flowers designed some

17 flowers and they gave me some little freedom they sent me

18 down to bring me something for example to get them

19 something to eat. And on the way back took some or they

20 gave me some little part of the bread. And always shared

21 this with my friends.

22 You always shared it huh

23 Shared -- always. couldnt eat it by myself.

24 bet there were plenty of people who could eat it

25 by themselves.
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Oh sure. But we couldnt give it to everybody.

And so we had some groups little cliques together and we

tried to help this way. The other person had chance to get

in in peasant house and to get some for example eggs one

or two eggs we shared we boiled the eggs and we cut it in

Well how did you cook mean you said you boiled

the eggs.

Well we had we had -- what we cooked stone we

10 had. We were in the mountain and we made little place fire

ii into stone and we had -- we had some -- how do you call it

12 conserve conserve cans.

fl
13 Uh-huh. Oh see. Yeah.

14 You know

15 So you lived in the woods

16 Yes. So we were -- we took two piece of stone and

17 we burned --

18 Yeah understand.

19 We boiled some water and we put some leaves in it

20 and we had tea.

21 So this was the forced labor battalion youre

22 talking about --

23 Yes.

24 yeah when you did this. And so you were with

25 the soldiers
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Yes.

-- but you were outside.

Yes. What we did actually we were working for the

soldiers --

Right.

-- we dig the trenches.

Right.

When the trench were dig we had to lay down the

mines between the lines.

10 Thats right.

11 And many times it happened accident before get

12 ready to put the mines

13 Right.

14 -- because we covered it with the sod.

15 Yeah.

16 Green.

17 Yeah.

18 And it happened accident. Luckily it didnt happen

19 with me.

20 Yeah.

21 But many times the mine blew up and the we had

22 some accident.

23 Now your brother was in forced labor too.

24 Yes yes.

25 Different. Different.
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Different.

Yes.

He is younger two years.

Oh.

was born in 1917 October and he was born in 1920

in February.

Okay.

So -- but we didnt know anything from each other.

Where he was yeah. Well lets see what we got

10 here.

ii tried to sleep and regain my strength. When had

12 the chance to lay down no matter if was in the mud

13 could sleep in the mud. didnt care. Twentyfive thirty

14 feet away the kennels were barking. thought am not

is worrying about the kennels right now. have chance to

16 sleep slept. This way regained my strength all the

17 time. And today also -- this habit when go to bed and

18 lay down the next minute am going to be able to sleep.

19 did not worry whats going to be the next hour. had to be

20 saved right now. And if am strong enough in this moment

21 and saved my energy and or recharged my energy for the

22 next hour with sleep -- we didnt know next day we have to

23 walk or what were our work going to be but when had

24 chance to lay down lay down and didnt didnt -1
25 tried t. regain my strength. This is --
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Yeah. Its almost like animals.

Oh its worse than animals. It was. The animals

had -- bigger one than human being.

No but mean you almost thought like an animal.

Yes always sleep and dying.

Sleep now eat when you can.

Yes like this was. But in their mind we were not

while you were as an animal. If person wasnt able to

work they killed him. Thats all. It wasnt problem.

10 No decision.

11 Some -- no. And they did did not witness this

12 but heard. For example if they wanted to kill two three

13 person and they didnt have enough ammunition they put them

14 back to back close enough with one shot they could kill

15 two three people. didnt experience -- luckily did not

16 experience it but heard about it. Because war prisoner

17 or concentration camp person while you wasnt in wasnt

18 enough for to spend one bullet they could use one bullet for

19 two three people

20 Yeah.

21 -- to kill two three people. So you can imagine

22 with this -- with this memory sing all the time. This is

23 the way how try to forget. -- not forget because

24 cannot forget but try to avoid to think about it.

25 always -- sing all the time.
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You sing

Sing yes. When am alone am always singing.

When work sing.

Put it out of your mind.

Yes.

Because it always -- it would always

It comes back. It comes back all the time. When

for example when eat many times think oh have

have something to eat now and my memory goes back when

10 did not have anything to eat.

11 Yeah.

12 And when work keep my mind on work but always

13 sing.

14 Yeah you cant cant get away from it.

15 Yes cant

16 Its part of you.

17 Yes. It never never goes away.

18 Oh.

19 Recently when saw my grandchildren especially my

20 older granddaughter shes very intelligent little girl and

21 she asked me and my wife to talk about your childhood. And

22 sometimes am afraid to tell her how my childhood was and to

23 my memory because Im afraid shes going to be have fear

24 from her future.

25 Oh dont know. Its -- think it would be
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sign of respect if you did tell her what youre about.

tell her but am afraid to tell what really the

atrocity what went through. think she has to be much

older in order to understand. child mind we dont know

whats going --

Yeah.

-- through especially she is very talented

little girl. She was the her teacher told us when they

learned about Alexander the Great she went home and she was

10 fascinated about the Greek mythology and she wrote poems

ii about Alexander the Great. And recently was visiting her

12 and she was using beautiful English and asked her you talk

13 like Shakespeare. Says Yes read Shakespeare.

14 How old is she

is Nine years old.

16 Shes approaching ten.

17 Yes. So

18 Well you have to leave her tape then because

19 she --

20 Yes.

21 -- will want to explore that in her life because

22 she knows thats --

23 In later years probably two three years from

24 now --

25 Yeah yeah.
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-- she will be able to understand.

Well dont know able. mean Im listening all

week think to understand. cant. You know what

mean

Yes thats true. Thats true.

mean were supposed to be interviewing people

and yesterday was speechless.

Human -- HUman mind cannot figure out what human

animal can do for the other one. cant explain this with

10
words how low person can be when he sees blood gets blood

thi rsty sadism is very it was very common with very

12
uneducated people. They felt they are in power and they try

to do everything to hurt the other person.

14
So you that blood you think the si ght of blood

15
is important

16
Made them made them blood thirsty. For example

17
if they kill the person they didnt think that was human

18 being just like kill an animal or didnt feel didnt feel

19
the level the equal level this is other person this is

20 person living somebody who has to be dead because

21 through my power. It was the think the mentality of this

22
low class uneducated socalled human beings.

23 So they were people who were -- had always been

24 powerless you said they were peasants lot of them the

25 soldiers
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Yes those people were con -- we were contact with

those people. We didnt have any contact with more

intelligent.

Yes.

Personally had few times because sometimes

had the chance to work with the in the headquarters

through my ability of drawing. made signs and

Yeah.

you know. And they used my ability. And

10 sometimes was talking to like was talking to this

11 doctor Dr. Dobeck.

12 Yeah.

13 And asked him how come he is doctor and he

14 tried to explain to me the mentality of those men and he

15 always encouraged to me You are going to be able to

16 survive. You will always find person who is going to give

17 you some strength you are going to be able to.

18 Yeah.

19 And there were some nice people in my life could

20 say and have encouraged me when sometimes my strength went

21 down little bit. Sometimes was saying Why do do

22 this

23
Right.

24 What for And that time it came back again have

25 wife probably have child thats why have to do it.
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That bet that kept her going too that she had

you.

Probably. She didnt know anything about me. had

to go and left her in Budapest. And her story is that

they also had -- terrible terrible story. She gave birth

for my daughter when the Hungarian Nazi regime was two or

three weeks old and her doctor who delivered the baby had

the swastika band in his arm. Can you imagine Jewish 20

years 21 years old young woman gave birth to baby and it

10 was danger because who was pregnant at the time they took

11 most of them took them into the concentration camp or they

12 deported them. The pregnant woman had no chance to live

13 because of --

14 No.

15 But there werealways been miracles and call

16 call this as miracle.

17 Yeah. Were at the

18 Tape ended.

19

20

21

22

23
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